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Concept
Twitter description
A website full of home-made recipes that will indulge the craving
of a sweet tooth person through everyone's favourite - ICE
CREAM!
(130 characters)

Inspiration
I came with the idea of creating a website about homemade
ice-cream because for a while I had the chance to work as an
ice-cream maker. I understood that for most people, it’s common
to buy an ice-cream in ice-cream shops or in supermarkets, but it
is quite unusual for them to think of actually making it at home.
Every time I am chatting with my friends or with a customer about
it, most of them admit that making an ice-cream is crazy difficult
and impossible for them to do compared to cake or other
desserts which are easy peasy to them.
Thanks to all those times spent working in the ice-cream shop, I
really had that eureka moment when I told myself "Ice-cream is
the king of spring and summer dessert. It's the royalty!". Creating it
is easy and quick! Also, who wants to use an oven to make cake or
cookies if the temperature outside is hotter than hell! Ice-cream is
the only COOL answer.

Elevator pitch
There are many online resources about food and homemade
food, just an example is ice-cream. It is very popular and iconic!
You can even use it as a design for your wallpaper, phone cases,
pouches for your sunglasses, etc.
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But why and how did ice-cream became so popular? Let me run it
down to you. First of all, even if ice-cream doesn’t look so old, it is
a greybeard. In fact, the first evidence relating to ice-cream dates
back to 3000 BC in China, and since then Europe had to wait until
XIII century when Marco Polo after his journey in Orient brought
this tasty discovery in Europe. However, it’s just on the XVII
century that ice-cream starts to become more popular - mostly
thanks to the new methodologies to make it and especially
preserve it.
But it’s not just for historical reasons or for its irresistible creamy
taste that ice-cream was set on a career of unbroken popularity,
it’s also for the context built around it. Ice-cream is a reward, even
nowadays where it’s possible to find it easily, and it has become
affordable for everyone, it still has an intrinsic psychological high
value. In fact, it’s something that you can have the “privilege” to
eat - just when you had a long crazy day, for a special occasion or
just to change the trend of the day.
To summarise, ice-cream is famous because of its origins,
because of its incredible taste and because it’s simply fun!
I aim to show all of these fantastic things about ice-cream
through my website by using a clear structure but with a fresh and
fun way of presenting its contents.

Problem
As mentioned in the Elevator pitch, there is a lot of material
about food and recipes online. Food on social media, especially on
Instagram, is a big topic and I can even say that it’s actually THE
TOPIC.
An article on independent.co.uk written on 11th April 2017 cites:
“According to research by Zizzi, 18-35-year-olds spend five whole
days a year browsing food images on Instagram, and 30 per cent
would avoid a restaurant if their Instagram presence was weak.”
On Instagram the number of posts using hashtags about food
and cooking talks for itself. Following a few examples of the most
popular hashtags: #food (293m), #foodporn (171m), #foodblogger
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(22.7m), #cooking (26m), #cookingram (1.3m) — Source: Instagram |
Date: 09/09/2018
Until now I talked about food in general, but now I’d like to focus
more on ice-cream. For example, how prevalent is ice-cream on
Instagram? Today, 9th September 2018, the #icecream has been
used in 32.8m posts, less popular than #food but still a trend.
On Google Trends it’s also interesting to see clearly how the
trend has continuously increased during the last years, as shown
in the graph below (graph 1). Furthermore, it’s possible to notice
the seasonal cycle typical of this product.

Google Trends [ trends.google.com ] – Search trend of the keyword “ice cream”
from 1st January 2014 to 9th September 2018

As mentioned above on the Inspiration chapter, the problem
when we talk about ice-cream is not linked to the popularity, and
the data displayed in the previous paragraphs confirm this fact.
The issue about ice-cream specifically about homemade
ice-cream is related to the general belief that making it especially
a home-made one is difficult and complicated. This perception is
emphasised by the lack of online resources about homemade
ice-cream. Even though there are plenty of recipe websites out
there, those are still too generic with just a few ice-cream recipes
throw among hundreds of others, explaining all the steps very
quickly and often ended with just the photo of the final result. It’s
more smooth to find content on Italian websites because of the
origin of the product. But for cultural reasons associated with
assumptions and for the lack of translations in other languages, it
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could be challenging to find the recipes or follow the directions
for a non-Italian user.

The value proposition
For my major project, I’d like to complete phase 1 of this
homemade ice-cream recipes guide. The long-term goal is to
create a comprehensive list of all the main flavours, from the
classic ones, such as vanilla, chocolate, lemon to exploring more
modern tastes. Sky’s the limit!
Phase 1 :
★ The organisation of content into three different categories:
ice-cream and sorbet recipes, topping recipes and sauces
recipes
★ An “About” section for all the information about the
project itself, the kitchen tools used and useful links
★ Photos on all recipes with related informational content
such as the ingredients and the steps necessary to
complete the recipe.
★ Intuitive user experience to provide a natural user journey
from one page to another, and allow the users to explore
the site comfortably.
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Manifesto
While food and homemade food cultures are continually growing
and the popularity of ice-cream is progressively increasing, it’s
hard to change the idea, and the common feeling that making
ice-cream at home is difficult and involves a complicated process.
This website will help to bring light to the homemade ice-cream
culture. So that it will become more accessible to everyone.
I hope this website will encourage people to make ice-cream at
home and widen their curiosity about good quality food. My
personal aim is to let them discover how easy and enjoyable it can
be to make something tasty for themselves and for the people
that they care about through this site.
To achieve these goals, the website will:
★ Have a high readability
★ Be fresh, funny and visually colourful
★ Provide good pictures for easy consultation
★ Be accessible and easy to explore
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Culture
The history of gelato (ice-cream)
Gelato: Ice-cream, made with egg custard, sugar, and flavourings.
From the latin gelare (to freeze).
The Arabs were the first to develop the kind of fruit ice that the
Italians called sorbetto, but the Chinese seem to have invented
milk-based ice cream, which Marco Polo described on his returned
from the Orient. The idea for both frozen desserts was brought to
France by a cook named Bernardo Buontalenti, either with
Caterina de' Medici in 1533 or with Maria de' Medici in 1600. It was,
however, a Sicilian who made custard-based ice cream, a wildly
popular and fashionable confection: Francesco Procopio dei
Coletti, an impoverished Palermo aristocrat, emigrated to Vienna
in 1672, first to work for a coffee purveyor, then as owner of his
own coffeehouse. Before long he ran a chain of such cafes
throughout Central Europe, then took the idea to Paris in 1675,
where he opened the Cafe Procope. Then, the coffee houses in
Italy followed the Paris model, and gelato became hugely popular
since then. Since introducing ice cream to Europe in the Middle
Ages, Italy has never relinquished its lead in this field, and still
today the best ice-creams are made by local gelaterie.

Why do we call it “ice-cream”?
Excellent question! Centuries ago people started making
refreshing summer-time desserts by taking sweet cream (the
richest part of milk) or custard (egg-based puddings) and cooling
them down with ice. The chillier the cream, the more solid the
product is. In sum: the first “iced creams” were so named because
the appellation described the process.
Before modern refrigeration, mostly wealthy people had access to
ice (and by association, iced cream) in the summer. This made ice
cream a rare treat. It was not until the late 19th-century "ice
cream" was consumed by Americans across all socio-economic
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levels. According to the Oxford English Dictionary the first print
occurrence of the word "iced cream" as in 1688. The term "ice
cream" showed up in 1744. That corresponds approximately with
the time when "modern" ice creams were first manufactured.
Treat until modern mass technology punched in.

Ice-cream and gelato. What’s the difference?
Basically, the issue around this huge dilemma is about the
translation of the term “gelato” from Italian to English. In fact, in
Italian “gelato” is commonly used for the artisan ice-cream, while
in English ice-cream is used indistinctly also to indicate the
industrial product. In Italian, it refers to industrial ice-cream by
using the term “gelato confezionato” meaning “packaged
ice-cream”.
The artisan gelato presupposes a production of small quantities in
a laboratory and direct sales to the consumer. The artisan
ice-cream is born as a product intended for immediate
consumption and doesn’t need to be kept in cold storage until the
time of distribution and sales. Ice-cream, having a central
production and with large numbers, is produced to be stored for
long periods in storage cells. There are, of course, further
technical reasons that differentiate ice-cream from gelato, but it’s
far behind the purpose of this document - deepen the technical
aspects of ice-cream production on a large scale.

Italian ice, granita, sorbet and sherbet

Italian water ice (also known as granita and sorbetto) has a long
and ancient history, below some extracts from “Nectar and
Ambrosia: An Encyclopedia of Food in World Mythology”, Tamra
Andrews and Larousse Gastronomique, completely revised and
updated, Clarkson Potter.
For thousands of years, people saved ice to satisfy their desire for
refreshing drinks. The earliest icehouses existed in Mesopotamia,
beside the Euphrates River, about 4,000 years ago. The rich used
the ice in these puts to cool their wines. Alexander the Great dug
pits and filled them with snow so that his army could have cool
wine in the summer. Roman emperors had ice brought from the
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mountains, and the kings of Egypt had snow shipped to them
from Lebanon.
Easterners, especially in the Turkish Empire, frequently consumed
iced fruit drinks, and the people of Greece sold snow in the
markets of Athens from as early as the fifth century BC. Today's
sherberts and wine coolers likely originated with the
wine-flavoured ices consumed by early peoples, and today's snow
cones likely originated with the ices made long ago form real
snow mixed with honey and fruit.
Sorbet is a type of water ice that is softer and more granular than
ice cream as it does not contain any fat or egg yolk. The primary
ingredient of sorbet is fruit juice or puree, wine, spirit or liqueur, or
an infusion (tea or mint). A sugar syrup, sometimes with additional
glucose or one or two invert sugars is added. The mixture should
not be beaten during freezing. When it has set, some Italian
meringue can be added to give it volume. Historically, sorbets
were the first iced desserts (ice creams did not appear until the
middle 18th century). The Chinese introduced them to the
Persians and Arabs who introduced them to the Italians. The word
sorbet is an anglicisation of the Italian sorbetto, derived from
Turkish chobet and Arab charah, which merely meant drink.
Sorbets were originally made of fruit, honey, aromatic substances
and snow. Today, the sorbet is served as a dessert or as a
refreshment between courses; at large formal dinners in Italy and
France, sorbets with, usually an alcoholic base, are served
between the main courses, taking the place of the liqueur.
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Business
Industry
Doing my search for this project, I found the impact of ice-cream
really interesting not just in a social context, but also in economic
terms. Ice-cream industry is considerably expanding over the
years with an average annual growth of 4% from 2013 to 2016. It
reached over £13 billion in 2016, £8 billion of which in Europe
alone. The data showed steady growth in South East Asia, led by
China, South Korea, Indonesia, Malaysia and Australia while Italy is
the world’s leader in the industry.
Today there are over 100,000 gelato shops around the world. In
Europe alone, gelato sales amounted to 8 billion pounds, with
Italy, the homeland of hand-crafted gelato, making up 30% of the
European market, with gelato sales amounting to £2.4 billion.
In 2016, Italy, Germany, Spain, Japan, Argentina and the United
States were still the main markets regarding numbers of gelato
parlours and Italian gelato consumption. However, the geography
of gelato is changing, with South-East Asia at the forefront: China,
Korea, Indonesia, Malaysia, Vietnam and Australia have recorded
the highest growth rates and currently look to have the most
significant potential for further development. This development is
to a great extent down to the opening of new gelato parlours but
also to the increasing numbers of bar, restaurant and hotel chains
that have chosen to put Italian gelato onto their menus.
In 2016, Europe had over 60,000 gelato parlours, 39,000 of them
in Italy (10,000 gelaterias and 29,000 bars and pastry shops
selling gelato). Germany has 9,000 gelato parlours, of which 3,300
are gelateria, while Spain has 2,000. In South America, Argentina
and Brazil lead the field, with 1,500 and 500 gelato parlours,
respectively. There are over 950 gelato shop in the United States,
billing 240 billion pounds (32.5% growth) making up a 5% share of
the total frozen dessert market (including ice cream, frozen
yoghurt etc.). In 2016, China overtook the US as the world’s
Fabiana Lassandro | onemillionflavours.com | Final Report
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largest gelato consumer, in over 1,000 gelato parlours, surpassing
266 million pounds in sales, and accounting for 5% of total frozen
desserts consumption. With its 500 gelato parlours and a market
share of 0.4%, Japan is the only Asian market where Italian gelato
consumption is stable.

Topic popularity
As mentioned, ice-cream is a trendy product, and the numbers
shown in the Industry chapter reflects the tendency. To check
and understand the trend more in detail I needed a tool that could
help me to visualise the data on a timeline, to find patterns and
make comparisons between countries and years. I used Google
Trend and below there are the most significant term searches:
★

Ice cream
The trend follows a continuous growth over the years. The
peaks and lower points are related to the seasonal cycle
characteristic of this product. The country most interested in
the term ice-cream is the United States, followed by
Singapore, Philippines, New Zealand and Australia.
- Google Trends, 2018
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★ Gelato
The keyword “gelato” follows the same pattern as
“ice-cream”: a continuous increase of interest with the
same peaks and lower points due to the seasonal cycle.
Regarding the interest by region, it’s interesting that New
Zealand, Singapore and Australia are still in the top five
together with Italy in the first position and Canada at the
third one.
- Google Trends, 2018
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★ Sorbet
This search term has a steadily growing interest over the
years, and popularity seems to have doubled with searches
from all over the world. It’s very popular within the Food &
Drink and Hobbies & Leisure categories. It’s possible to see
a clear pattern where every year the peaks are in summer
(June-July) and Christmas (December).
- Google Trends, 2018
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Competitor Analysis
A Nielsen article published in 2014 wrote that 86 million
Americans visited food and cooking websites spending an average
of 25 minutes using them. In November 2013 the top food and
cooking websites by unique U.S. audience were: All Food and
cooking sites, Scripps Networks Food Websites, Allrecipes,
About.com Food.

Read as: Scripps Networks Food websites had 22.4 million unique visitors
during November who spent an average of 10 minutes 37 seconds per
person using its sites via Web browsers. Source: Nielsen.

In this chapter, I divide my competitors into the following
categories:
★ Cognate sites: offers content on the same topic similarly.
★ Cognate texts and analogue services: books/services
that offer content on the same topic.
★ Non-cognate sites: generic recipe sites.
★ Non-cognate texts/services: illustrated books/guides
that offer content on a different topic.
Below, some examples from each category, giving them a brief
description then listing their strengths and weaknesses, and
providing some statistics on global rank, page load etc. where
possible (Alexa, 2018;  Website Grader, 2018; Google PageSpeed,
2018).
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Cognate sites
homemadegelato.org
homemadegelato.org is the English
version of gelatoincasa.org. It
proposes easy recipes for ice-cream
and scientific articles to explain
something more about physics and
chemistry that making gelato
possible.

Alexa Global Rank

5,662,980

Top Keywords from
Search Engines

homemade gelato,
stracciatella gelato,
home made gelato

Page Speed

1.9 sec

Social Media

Facebook

Business Model

Donations

Strengths: domain SEO oriented, clean, simple, clear design, two
languages - English and Italian with a dedicated domain, good
amount of contents - but most available just in Italian, Well
indexed for the keyword: ice-cream.
Weaknesses: no clear subdivision in steps in the recipe page,
difficult readability, no good quality images, a bit of lack in
personality.
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Ice-cream-recipes.com
As attested on their “Terms and
Conditions”: The purpose of this
website is to provide general
information for those interested in
ice cream making and the many
facets of ice cream as a general
subject. It’s not a website just about
recipes, it’s more a website about ice
cream in general.
Alexa Global Rank

6,641,919

Top Keywords from
Search Engines

ice cream sculpture.
strasberry (misspelt),
ice cream base

Page Speed

1.3 sec

Social Media

Facebook, YouTube, Google +,
Pinterest, StumbleUpon

Business Model

Advertising

Strengths: domain SEO oriented, six languages - English, German,
French, Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese. Well indexed for the
keyword: ice-cream.
Weaknesses: design old fashioned, unclear navigation - it’s
challenging to find information, no clear subdivision in steps in the
recipe page, difficult readability, no good quality images.
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icecreamnation.org
It’s a website about homemade
ice-cream. This is the description on
the homepage: Ice Cream Nation is
devoted to ice cream and related
frozen desserts in all its fascinating
forms and variations. The primary
objective is to encourage, promote
and share information on the making
of home-made ice cream.

Alexa Global Rank

1,668,177

Top Keywords from
Search Engines

malaga ice cream
ice cream science
mastic ice cream

Page Speed

4.4 sec

Social Media

Facebook, Pinterest

Business Model

NA

Strengths: domain SEO oriented, good photos, recipes explained
step by step, pleasant colour scheme, the right amount and
quality of contents. Well indexed for the keyword: homemade
ice-cream.
Weaknesses: unclear navigation - the navigation bar has too
many items, repetition of contents on the sidebar, improvable
SEO.
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Cognate analogue services
Learn to make ice-cream

YouTube channel dedicated to how
making ice-cream.
Strengths: excellent quality of
contents, the videos are clear, easy to
follow and with a good resolution.
Weaknesses: just 11 videos and the
last one was uploaded 1 year ago.

Milliespgh

Instagram account dedicated to
homemade ice-cream.
Strengths: excellent quality of
contents, photos very appealing, a
considerable number of posts, a
massive number of followers.
Weaknesses: the channel works
perfectly in providing beautiful photos
but not delivering interesting
information about ice-cream or giving recipes.
Similar Instagram accounts: @Mollymoonicecream,
@Paulshomemadeicecream, @Andiasicecream
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Cognate texts
Hello, My Name Is Ice Cream

Hello, My Name is Ice Cream explains
not only how to make ice-cream, but
also the science behind the recipes
to understand the process and how
to combine ingredients.
Strengths: outstanding quality of
contents, photos very appealing, a
considerable number of recipes (100
in total), perfect use of graphic
elements, clear directions delivered step by step.
Weaknesses: in the recipe page the author gives too many
information to the reader, and especially for a beginner this could
be a bit overwhelming.
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Non-cognate sites
allrecipes.com
Allrecipes.com is a large
portal about recipes hosting 3
billion pages annually of food
inspiration across our 19 sites
serving 24 countries in 12
languages, as attested on the
press page.
The website delivers any kind
of recipe, from starter to
dessert and coming from different cultures. For this reason, I refer
to it just as a non-cognate site, since mine is designed to deliver
recipes of a particular product. In 2014 a Nielsen article attests
Allrecipes was next on the menu, attracting 17 million
unique visitors.
Alexa Global Rank

947

Top Keywords from
Search Engines

dessert,
breakfast foods,
champ recipe

Page Speed

4.1 sec

Social Media

Facebook, Pinterest, Twitter,
Instagram, Tumblr, Google +,
StumbleUpon, YouTube

Business Model

Advertising

Strengths: a massive amount of contents, strong index, available
in 19 languages, effective organisation of contents, 20 years of
web presence
Weaknesses: weak visual impact, no step by step directions and
photos, page template very busy, no apparent difference between
contents and advertising.
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homemadeitaliancooking.com
Homemadeitaliancooking.com is
website collecting Italian recipes.
The project was founded by a
personal initiative as a hobby with the
primary purpose of sharing her
culinary heritage as American grew
up with an Italian nonna
(grandmother).

Alexa Global Rank

2,086,153

Top Keywords from
Search Engines

italian fried dough
ice cream espresso
blueberry gelato

Page Speed

2.1 sec

Social Media

Facebook, Pinterest, Twitter,
Instagram, YouTube

Business Model

Advertising, Recipe book

Strengths: a pleasant personal touch - it’s clear that is a
project passion-driven, good photos, the right amount of
contents, clear navigation and template design.
Weaknesses: the design is not supporting the personality of
the contents, the advertising is not nicely implemented,
overuse of uppercase.
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Non-cognate analogue services
@ice_cream_books
Instagram is hosting many food
channels or in general food contents.
I’ve found not useful pick a channel
rather than another one. Instead, I
decided to pick an example, that for
me is more an inspiration than a real
competitor. @ice_cream_books is a
very original graphics project mixing
great reads and frozen desserts. The
final result is impressive and very
inspiring for the mood that I would transfer in my website.
Follower

2,086,153

Posts

25.8k

Non-cognate texts
The Great Food series from Penguin

The Great Food series is a very
ambitious project collecting the
finest food writing from the last 400
years and opens the door to the
wonders of every kitchen.
Strengths: an impressive amount of
contents, quality of materials,
appealing design, excellent
structure of contents
Weaknesses: for a user that is just looking for a recipe the
series could be a little dispersive, but of course, the aim of
this project is going far from being “just” a recipe book
series.
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Too good to waste
A book about rethinking the food we
throw away, and why. The book
contains a collection of recipes and
suggestions to use all the ingredients
already available in your kitchen
avoiding waste of food.
Strengths: a design that supports
perfectly this critical topic. Great
contents, high-resolution pictures,
well-designed recipe page.
Weaknesses: the recipe could result too heavy texted especially
for someone at a beginner stage.

SWOT analysis
Strengths
After analysing the competitors online and offline, I could identify
more accurately the strengths of my project. As highlighted in the
Competitor Analysis chapter there is a considerable number of
websites about food and recipes. However, I noticed that most of
them preferred to create a site with recipes of all kinds. My goal,
on the contrary, is to focus only on one product and create a
niche around homemade ice-cream recipe. Restricting my project
to just one product, I’ll be able to optimise the performance of my
website concerning SEO by using specific keywords. In fact, I
cannot beat huge competitors as Allrecipes on generic keywords
as “recipes” or “desserts” by I can work on more specific and
elaborated ones as “strawberry sorbet” or “eggnog ice-cream
flavour”.

Weaknesses
The main challenge about this project is that I’m going to play
different roles in this project. I’ll have to create the contents while
design and developing the Wordpress theme as well.
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Contents are the core of any project. In this case, I’ll need time to
select the recipes, make them, involve a photographer to take the
pictures of every step, wait for the post-production and in the
meanwhile write down descriptions and actions.
Furthermore, I decided to use Wordpress as a CMS, and it’s my
priority to build and apply for the website my own theme for the
very first time. For this reason, to complete the project
successfully, it will be necessary to follow a rigid schedule
throughout all the project phases.

Opportunities
During my experience as an ice-cream maker in Australia, I could
find out the potential of one of the most traditional Italian product
- ice-cream! For one year I had the chance to talk with customers
from all around the world. What really surprised me was to
discover how ice-cream is loved, almost venerated from people
coming from other cultural backgrounds, especially from Asia Singapore, Philippines, Malaysia and Korea in particular.
Everyday customers asked my colleagues or me if they could take
photos of the ice-cream, of us while next to the ice-cream
machine or while adding the scoops on the cone and so on. They
were also recording videos for their personal YouTube channels
or stories for their Instagram accounts. I thought “Such an interest
for just one product!”. However, I realised soon that I was
minimising the “ice-cream effect”most likely because of my
cultural background. In Italy ice-cream is popular, but it has that
kind of popularity that could make it a mix between a commodity
and a classic. It’s not summer until you eat the first ice-cream of
the season! Because of my background as an Italian, I used to eat
hand-crafted gelato since a little kid, and this is why at the very
beginning of my job it wasn’t easy to understand “why such a big
deal for just an ice-cream?”. But while working there, I was
learning how to make ice-cream, and I started to appreciate
differently - as a person that is tasting it for the very first time!
That was precisely the case of many of my customers. At that
moment, I was finally able to relate better with them. People are
crazy for ice-cream, and this is because is tasty, fresh, sweet,
unusual, but above all, because ice-cream is A-M-A-Z-I-N-G!
Therefore, the opportunity for a website about homemade
ice-cream is the growing number of people, not just interested in
the product but passionate about it. My site is designed for them.
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Threats
As mentioned above food is a trendy topic, not just online, but
also in publishing, magazines and tv shows. For this reason, one of
the main threat for my project is being able to make its voice
heard in the crowd.
Online there are web portals as Food.com containing thousands
of recipes of any kind of food that throughout the years let them
build a solid web presence and brand reputation. It will not easy
overtake this kind of competitors, I’ll need good contents, a
performing website, an effective SEO and consistent
communication strategy.

Revenue generation
The primary goal of my project is not related to any kind of
revenue generation. I’m aiming to build a website that I can use as
a case history for my online portfolio to show my skills in an
all-around website project. The only cost of the project will be
hosting and my own time.
If the project were built with revenue generation as one of the
purposes, I would follow a strategy split into phases. Below an
example:
★ Phase 1: the building of the web presence and a user
database
★ Phase 2: the building of a network of collaborators
★ Phase 3: the building of a collection of the best recipes to
sell as an e-book and to promote to the user database
★ Phase 4: eventually bring the project offline designing a
course to teach kids how to make ice-cream
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Target audience
To identify my target audience I used as a starting point the data
coming from the analysis of cognate and non-cognate sites, and I
noticed a similarity in the demographics for food and recipes sites:
★ Age demographic between 18–34 year-olds
★ A slightly higher amount of female visitors
★ Predominantly middle/high educational level
As my site is a consultative tool for finding ice-cream recipes, the
target audience is relatively extensive and transversal.
The website is designed to be accessible to users of any kind of
cooking expertise. In particular, is intended for beginners or
medium level users. The target interested to my website could be
a gelato lover, someone with the passion for cooking or an
adventurer that for the very first time is trying to make something
cool for dinner with friends. This means that the site is designed
for both genders and potentially for an age range wider than the
one shown above - 18–34 years-old.
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Commodity
User research
I conducted a series of user research interviews asking a restricted
group of people to navigate one of the related sites selected
during my competitor analysis.
I submitted 5 questions to each user:
1.

Context: homepage
Question: What is the first thing you notice on this page?

2. Context: homepage
Action: What would you do if you need to find the
chocolate ice-cream recipe from this page?
3. Context: recipe page
Action: What is the first thing you check/do on a recipe
page like this one?
4. Context: website as a whole
Question: What do you like about this website?
5. Context: website as a whole
Question: What do you like to change/add on this website?
What has emerged from the answers helped me enormously in
building a better idea about how a typical user navigates a recipe
website and what is the information that the user expects to find
and where. Below the key points:
Homepage
★ Photos: it’s important not just to catch the attention of the
users, but also to give a quick overview of what the recipe
is about. This is crucial, especially for users not familiar
with ice-cream.
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★ Boxes/Call to actions: avoiding a crowded page with too
many boxes or call to action. The goal is to support the
user in finding the information. For example, for my project
the most important page is the recipe one, this is what the
user expects to see immediately on the website. Therefore
I need to design my website pinning this information on
top of my priorities.
Recipe Page
★ Steps: a clear subdivision of the different steps necessary
to complete the recipe
★ Photos: users found useful see a picture of the step. I’ll
need to keep in mind that part of my public has never
taste an ice-cream before or more likely never made one.
★ Pop-up and banner: avoiding as much as possible
distracting contents or components requiring the refresh
of the page.
Website in general
★ Search bar: when I asked to find the chocolate ice-cream
recipe, the majority of users first searched the search field.
Therefore, it will be essential include this functionality from
the first release of the website.
★ Navigation Menu: I noticed that users struggled in using
complicated menu - with more than the second level of
navigation. For this reason, I decided to keep my primary
navigation as simple as possible (two level of navigation)
delivering the right content at the right time.
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User Personas
As stated above, my target market will be mixed in gender, age and
nationality. I created user personas to show anticipated examples
of users, their backgrounds and their goals in using the website.
Persona 1
User persona
Profession
Age
Web user

Interests
Requirements

Sherline, female
Social Media Manager at a broadcasting
company, based in Singapore.
29
Avid web user, access the web via her
laptop in the office or her smartphone when
she’s at home.
Spends about 10 hours on the web every
day.
Food, music, travelling, meet new people.
★ She planned her first travel in Europe, and
her favourite dessert is ice-cream; she wants
to try to make sorbet at home to start
“feeling” the travel.
★ Would benefit from easy level recipes to
follow step by step.

Persona 2
User persona

Marta, female

Profession

Library Assistant for a University Library
based in London.

Age

34

Web user

Moderate web user, mainly at work on
desktop and at home via a smartphone.
Spends about 3 hours on the web every day.

Interests

Other cultures, history, cinema, travelling.
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Requirements
★ Planning a series of dinner meetings at
home with some friends to work together for
a new project to propose to their local
cinema and wants to surprise them with a
homemade dessert.
★ Would benefit from the allergen information
about the recipes, a friend is allergic to dairy
products.

Persona 3
User persona

Fabio, male

Profession

Sales Representative at a manufacturer and

Age

52

Web user

Access the web mainly via a tablet in a car
or in a restaurant/hotel for work and at home
on a computer.
Spends less than 3 hours on the web every
day.
Food, cooking, sport, bricolage
and botanic.

Interests
Requirements

distributor of frozen and fresh foods, based
in a small village in Liguria, North of Italy.

★ Passionate about cooking until now he was
more into baked desserts and want to try
something more suitable for the summer
season.
★ Would benefit from a suggestion section for
each recipe to have some tips and tricks or
to discover curiosities and best flavour
combination.
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Content
Based on my competitor’s analysis and target audience
identification, I can figure how is going to be the structure of my
website. The user journey needs to be as simple as possible, with
few levels and clear CTAs.
The draft sitemap below is to illustrate the simple structure I
planned for One Million Flavours before the build, enabling the
user to easily see the available options and to reach their goal in
as few clicks as possible.
My content should focus on recipes fall into three categories.
Category 1 will host the core content of my website, that is
ice-cream flavour recipes, and I’m going to name it Flavours.
Category 2 will host collateral contents collecting the best
recipes for any kind of adding that would enhance the taste of a
particular flavour. I’m going to name this section T
 oppings.
Category 3 will host the recipes of all the sauces necessary to
make some of the ice-cream or sorbet flavours. The name of this
section will be Sauces.

Sitemap - First version
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The home page must include a search box at the top that takes
the user straight to a list of results avoiding to click on Recipes >
Category Page > Recipe Page.

Recipes i n the first release of the project are going to be a redirect
to Flavours page. I decided to go for this solution also to avoid a
further click and deliver the quickest user journey possible.
Flavours, Topping a nd Sauces are going to be the category pages
where the user can have an overview of the recipes and an
introduction about the use of allergen icons inside each recipe
page. From there will be possible click to jump on the Recipe page
with the list of ingredients and all the steps.

Sitemap - Final version

Textual contents
Content is internally created using from time to time a few
websites - giallozafferano.com, misya.info, ilcuoreinpentola.it and a fairly dated recipe book as reference and inspirations.

Photos
All the photos will be provided from Martina Marongiu, a friend
and a professional photographer that will help me in this crucial
part of my project.
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Tone of voice
As my website is aiming to explain how to make ice-cream at
home having fun, the tone of voice will be an essential part in
building the mood and transfer this feeling to the users.
As English is not my native language, this will be a personal
challenge that I’m willing to pursue. The idea is that text contents
and the visual design will support each other to return a funny
perception of the website as a whole to the visitors.
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Firmness
Site requirements
My website is not requiring the use of a specific technology, this
allows me to be free in choosing how to develop it. However, my
personal priority is to learn how to build a theme for a CMS,
Wordpress in particular. I’m aiming in improve my portfolio adding
a substantial project made in Wordpress starting from scratch. For
this reason, I know that most of my time will be absorbed in
learning Wordpress, how to build my templates on it and finding just - the essential plugins.

Front-end technologies
For my website, I want to use my own code to build my own
theme, for this reason, I decided to not use any framework. I want
to design my project using just the necessary, avoiding to load it
unnecessary with unnecessary code.

HTML5
I have chosen to use HTML5 as the markup language for this project
as at the moment we consider it as a standard. It adds semantic
meaning to the website’s code through the structural elements, and I
intend to combine this with the use of WAI-ARIA roles to create a
site built for optimal accessibility.

CSS3
I’ll use CSS3 for the styling of the website, and I’ll highly rely on the
numberless functionalities that are possible now with - just - the
use of CSS3.
CSS is the language that I enjoyed to learn the most during this
year, and I’ll try to use it as much as possible for the functionalities
of my website. For example, in the mobile version, I’d like to use the
hamburger menu, and I’m going to try using just HTML and CSS.
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Furthermore, avoiding Javascript will help me in delivering an
accessible website.

Responsive design
My website is going to be used most of the time in a specific place
and context, such as the kitchen. For this reason, is reasonable to
think - and the competitor analysis confirms my assumption - that
the users are going to use a mobile device to consult my website, a
smartphone or a tablet more than a desktop. Therefore, I should
definitely consider building a responsive website designed with a
mobile-first approach. I will focus mainly on the design of the recipe
page that should be easily accessible and highly readable. One of
my priority will be avoiding as much as possible elements of
distractions or plugins requiring the refresh of the page.

Accessibility
I intend to work on the site with accessibility in mind to allow the
use of the website to all users on all devices. To obtain this result,
I’ll follow the WCAG 2.1 standards (W3.org, 2018) – incorporating
accessible design and semantic, lean, and optimised code.
To ensure the maximum compatibility, I’m going to work to find
development solutions accessible from anyone following the
Progressive enhancement a pproach. I’ll design the website
making sure the contents of the site will be available also after
disabling CSS. Furthermore, I will not use Javascript on my website;
even the hamburger menu used in the mobile version is
developed avoiding JS or Jquery libraries. Cross-browser support
needs to be tested to identify any vendor prefixes. Recipe pages
will be structured in clear sections, and any step will be composed
by a heading, a photo and relative description.
Regarding colours, I’ll use the Contrast Ratio tool
(contrast-ratio.com, 2018) to check the colour contrast between
text and background and be sure to avoid naive mistakes that
could exclude colour blind users.
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Back-end technologies
Wordpress
As stated in the introduction of the Firmness chapter I chose
Wordpress immediately, because I’m aiming to learn better my
Wordpress is built using PHP heavily; therefore a good
understanding of this language is necessary to develop my own
theme. In fact, each template page is generated from different
components included in the template through a PHP function.

Plugins
A plugin is a component available for the users on the plugins
store that adds a specific feature to a website. Wordpress can
count on thousands of plugins and rely on them to build every
single part of my theme could be a big temptation. On the other
hand, every plugin should be considered very carefully. Every time
we add one conflicts may arise with our theme or with other
plugins. For my project, I’m going to use a limited selection of
plugins with proven reliability.
Below the complete list of the installed plugins with a brief
description.
★ Advanced Custom Fields PRO: powerful plugin to
customise the edit mode page on Wordpress. By using
this plugin, it’s possible to “forget” about HTML when
it’s time to insert the content on the website. I decided
to learn how to use it considering already how to design
a website for a client.
★ Yoast: extremely handy plugin to manage on-page
SEO. I’ll talk more about it in the SEO chapter.
★ Cookie Notice: it helps me to inform users about the
cookies that I’m using on my website and also guides to
comply with the EU cookie law GDPR regulations.
★ WP Sitemap Page: easy-to-use plugin to add a sitemap
on any page/post using just a simple shortcode
[wp_sitemap_page].
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Contributor
I’m the only person who will develop the website and who is going
to have access to it, and that is admin panel of Wordpress.

Hosting
As a provider for my hosting, I chose Clook because I’m already
using this service for the hosting of my personal portfolio and I
have an excellent customer experience so far. The customer
service is highly reliable and always replies promptly to any
tickets. This aspect is important because let me work with the
peace of mind that if need support for my domain, hosting,
backups and so on I can rely on my helpful and quick provider.
I started my website with basic shared hosting with 200 MB of
storage, and now that I’m in the completing phase I had to update
it to the next level to get more space for my photos.
Server information
Operating System

linux

Apache Version

2.4.34

PHP Version

5.6.37

MySQL Version

5.7.23

SSL certificate (HTTPS)
SSL uses a technique for encrypting and authenticating data
traffic over the web to improve the security of a website/domain.
Since last year (2017) having an SSL certificate for a website is
becoming a standard. This became especially important since
Google decides to place a significant emphasis on sites who do
and do not have HTTPS active.
Onemillionflavours.com is not asking for any data to the users
and is not hosting any contact forms or payment transactions.
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However, as HTTPS protocol is becoming a standard I’ve already
set and transferred the principal domain from HTTP to HTTPS.
Both www. and HTTP are redirecting to HTTPS.

Analysis tools
To integrate the statistics coming directly from the server
(Awstats) available on the Cpanel of the hosting provider, I’m
going to set up an account on Google Analytics and Google
Search Console. The integration of this three free online tools will
give me a good overview of the status of my website and
especially an idea about the areas that I need to improve.
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Design
At the beginning of the design process, it was tough to find the
right visual for my project. In fact, while I had a clear idea about
contents, technical aspects and functionalities, I honestly
struggled to build the brand identity. The ideas were there in my
head, but I didn’t know where to start to get them down.
To go through the unpleasant feeling of the blank page fear I
started looking around to find some inspirations and I tried to
keep my eyes wide one. I started from analysing the competitors
and relate websites, then I checked on in different platforms such
as Google Images, Pinterest, Instagram by searching keywords in
different languages to expand the search field. Subsequently, I
temporarily set aside the online research to discover what the
offline world could offer. I visited many gelaterias looking at their
logos, menus and internal design. I read a few books for kids to
have some inspirations for the “having fun” side of the site and to
complete my journey I consulted a few books about design, and I
found very useful one in particular L
 ogo Design Love: A Guide to
Creating Iconic Brand Identities.

Design concept
After my research I could list the main features and a list of
keywords for my project that could guide me during all the design
process:
★ Colourful
★ Playful
★ Bold
★ Cheerful
★ Tasty
★ Fresh
★ Creamy
With the concepts in place, I could start to experiment with
colours, typefaces and finally create my logo.
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Colour palette
Finding the colour palette for the logo and consequently, for the
site it has been without any doubt the most challenging aspect of
the design process. Furthermore, after my research, I realised that
colours were playing an essential part to transfer to the users the
mood and the concepts that I listed above.
Colour palette - version 1

Since the first version, I wanted to use a light blue as main colour
to communicate the fresh and cold feeling of the ice-cream.
Colour palette - version 2

In this second version, I wanted to try an alternative colour
palette, with a darker shade of colours. However, even if I liked it, I
felt that it wasn’t communicating the desired One Million Flavours’
mood.
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Colour palette - version 3

I used this colour scheme for one of the first version of the logo,
inspired by the style of the Italian gelaterie in the late 80s.
Final Colour Palette

Finally, I came with the colour palette above where I could find a
combination of colours able to transfer the lively and fresh mood
that I was aiming for.
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Typography
For the typesetting, I decided for two typefaces, one very
elaborated for the logo that I also kept for the headings and a
highly readable sans-serif typeface for the body text.
I found the inspiration for Bello, the logo’s typeface in Jason Santa
Maria’s book (2014,). I liked it immediately because it’s bold, curvy
and cheerful all features that were fitting and supporting the
brand identity that I want to build for One Million Flavours.
Furthermore, “bello” means “beautiful” in Italian and I thought was
well-fitting a project about beautifully tasty Italian ice-cream.
For the body text, I decided for Catamaran a sans-serif available as
a Google Fonts create a contrast with the elaborated style of
Bello.

Logo
To design the logo I started by writing with a pencil the name on a
sketchbook. I tried writing everything in uppercase, cursive,
upper/lower case. Then I split the name into three parts, I decided
to fit the words in an ice-cream shape, and I go through a long
series of experiments. I also tried to use the pen tablet to
reproduce my handwriting in digital, but my idea failed miserably.
In the beginning, I wanted to be original and came with a genial
unusual idea for my logo, but soon I discovered that I was going
off road. To finally arrive at the current version of my logo I had to
think about the basics. I asked myself: “what is about the project?”.
When I replied to myself “ice-cream” everything was suddenly
more clear and easy. I started to look for ice-cream shapes, icons,
logos, illustrations, patterns when again I just thought that being
simple could be the best solution for my logo.
Furthermore, I considered that a simple shape would work well
combined with an elaborated typeface as Bello.
Below I show the list of logos that brought me to the final version.
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Evolution of the final logo

Semi-final logo
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Final logo - complete version
In the final version of the logo, as suggested during the
presentation, I removed every unnecessary element, and I swap
the colours of the yellow and orange scoops.
The final result is a neater version of my logo. In this way, the logo
is clearly visible on each size, even in the small versions of it.
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Imagery
Images play an essential role in this project, in fact, I’ll use them not
just to build the look and feel of the website, but as an integral part
of the contents since they will be essential to explain each step in
the recipe page.
To build a coherent structure of contents for my website, I decided
to start from the organisation of the photo set.
First of all, I made a list of the kitchen tools that I needed. I decided
to go for minimal design ones. In fact, as mentioned above my
website is going to have a colourful and lively visual design, and for
this reason, I want to be sure that the photos are clear, with just the
essential elements to avoid a clash of colours.
Furthermore, to show in the best way ingredients and procedures
as the photographer suggested I decided to go for framing from
the above.
Below a few examples of the photos where it’s possible to see the
set and the selected style for the project as a whole.

Above an example of a photo of the flavour served in a glass. This
kind of picture is going to be used as the first one on the recipe
page. The purpose is to give the user an overview of the final
result.
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An example of a photo that is showing a step described in the text
block next to it.

The photo is showing a texture of the watermelon texture that I’m
going to use in the category page - Flavours, Toppings, Sauce - as
a preview picture for each flavour.
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Style Tiles
To show an overview of the final visual aspect of my website below,
there are the Style Tiles that summarise the main elements
composing the design: logo, typefaces, colours, icons, pictures.

Making the style tiles helped me throughout the designing and
developing processes to have all the elements in a unique place
and using it as a reference document quick to consult.
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Wireframes
To design the site I started from the wireframes of the mobile
version. This helped me to understand how to subdivide the
contents hosted for each template.

Homepage with the navigation menu on and off - Mobile version

Below a wireframe showing the structure of the recipe page in the
desktop version. I used wireframes during the development phase
as a reference to avoid missing elements or to remember how to
order them. In fact, until now my favourite method to build a
website is composed principally by two phases: wireframing and
developing. Although in this case, I made a visual mockup of the
homepage to have in place the visual of the website, for all the
other templates I went directly from the wireframing to the
developing in HTML and CSS.
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Desktop

Recipe Page - Desktop version
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Implementation
Prototype
During the prototype crit, I have shown the mobile version of the
recipe page. In fact, the tutors suggested focussing on the main
page, the one where users were going to spend most of their time.
The prototype is available on the following link:
http://fabianalassandro.uk/major-project/prototype
To visit the link, it’s necessary to set the mobile view from the
browser.
As I expected the feedback received were mainly focused on the
visual design of the website that at that stage was still in progress,
and for this reason, the result was vague and superficial.

Stages of implementation
For the prototype crit, I also made a Gantt to give an idea about
how I intended to split the project phases throughout the
summer. Planning the project helped me to understand since the
beginning that the time available was less than it seemed.
Knowing this gave me the motivation to start working
immediately on the project and this gave me the possibility to
face the challenges in time to respect my goals and the deadline.
With the knowledge and skills that I had at the time of the last crit, I
can still confirm that the Gantt was following a logical and quite
realistic pattern. However, once I started working on Wordpress, I
realised that I had underestimated the time needed to learn how to
use the CMS and especially how to build my own theme.
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Gantt - made on April 2018

Challenges
The main challenges that I encountered are two:
1. Colour selection and finalisation of the logo
2. Theme development for Wordpress
As already described in the design chapter, finding the right colour
scheme was the first challenge, also because it was compulsory to
the creation of the logo and the brand identity. This made me feel
stuck because without a final colour palette in place I couldn’t go
ahead with the project. I felt anxious because at that stage I was at
the very beginning and in front of me I could see just all the other
phases without reaching any goal yet.
The second challenge I met was Wordpress. I chose this CMS
because it has all the characteristics necessary to my website.
Furthermore, it was my personal intention to learn how to build my
own Wordpress theme to make a strong case history for my
portfolio.
Moreover, Wordpress is a popular web platform, and we had a brief
introduction during the course, and I knew I could count on
documentation, tutorials and a community. However, as a very
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beginner I struggled enormously for several weeks to understand
basic, and in hindsight, quite easy functionality essential building a
Wordpress theme. This initial obstacle, in particular, has been the
most crucial that made me change my initial Gantt completely. In
fact, while the draw up of the Gantt I was planning to work in
parallel on content production and the theme development. But,
this last task absorbed my time entirely for more than a month, and
this made me move the content production and all the other
phases consequently.

Changes from the initial plan
If I have to compare my initial plan with the current site, the main
differences regarding functionalities and contents.
In fact, my initial intention was developing a website that since the
first release could show a few functionalities: a tickable list of
ingredients, a calculator of ingredients for portions (from 1 to 10)
and a downloadable picture to post on Instagram.
As explained in the Challenges chapter, while working on the
website I noticed that Wordpress was asking me more time and
effort than expected. For this reason, I decided to change my plan
slightly and keep as a priority the contents. I focused on the
creation of the contents and the development of the
functionalities essential to guarantee the access to the pages to
all the users. For example, after my user research came to light
that importance of search field as one of the principal ways the
user navigate the site, often avoiding the navigation bar
altogether. Therefore, I chose to dedicate my time in learning and
customising the powerful search functionality already existing in
Wordpress preventing the installation of an additional plugin.
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Search Engine Optimisation (SEO)
I built the website keeping SEO as a priority. In fact, I started to plan
a strategy since the design process. For example, I knew that I was
going to use several photos for the website and I could use them
as an integral part of the strategy. I set a naming system for the
pictures to improve SEO but also to find them quickly once in the
File Manager of Wordpress.
[flavour-name] + recipe + [website-name].jpg
[step-description] + [flavour-name] recipe + [website-name].jpg
To optimise the text content I chose to download Yoast, that is a
reliable plugin extremely handy to detect errors or in giving
suggestions to improve the on-site SEO. By using Yoast, I could
write a useful title, meta description, h1 and text matching the
unique keyword selected for each page.

Keywords
I used Google Adwords Keyword tool to pick the keywords. As
mentioned above, I used them in search engines friendly locations
such as page titles, meta tags, headings, the first few paragraphs
as well as file and folder names. I also ensured a high keyword
density throughout my content naturally placed within the text to
give a pleasant experience to users and improve the SEO
performance.
I have registered the site with Google Search Console and to avoid
duplication of content and marking down by search engines I
have set https://onemillionflavours.com as main domain on
Wordpress settings panel redirecting all the traffic to a unique
one instead of splitting the visits between three different domains:
https://onemillionflavours.com, http://onemillionflavours.com and
www.onemillionflavours.com
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Social media
After my research for the business context and the competitor
analysis, it was evident that social media are very effective to
promote anything related to food. Especially, social media where
photos are the main content. For this reason, I decided to use
Instagram as the main social. Furthermore, it would help me to
promote the project to people I have no connections yet. On the
other hand, to spread the project among the people I know I
identified Facebook as the most suitable.
Both the accounts are online since August 2018, and I set them as
public profiles that allow me to check the statistics about
demographics, number of visits, interactions with the posts and
many more.
facebook.com/onemillionflavours/
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instagram.com/onemillionflavours/
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Analysis
I decided to put online the website as soon as possible, even if the
site had just one page online. I chose to go for this solution to
collect as much as possible data. The website is at the initial
phase, however, at this stage, the statistics can already give me
useful feedback about the necessary improvements.
Below a selection of the most interesting information discovered
using Google Analytics, Google Search Console and Awstats.

User traffic
From the overview available on Google Analytics I can see a trend
in a trend in line with expectations. Each peak visible on the figure
responding to promotional action made on social media.

Google Analytics - Audience overview

I’m pleasantly surprised by the bounce rate and the session
duration values denoting a high interest on the website. These
results are motivating me in keep working on the content as I did
until now.
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In Awstats the number of visits is slightly higher, this is because is
collecting data directly from the server, but the graphs are
confirming the results displayed on Google Analytics.

Awstats - Monthly history

User flow

The flow diagram available on Google Analytics shows that 62% of
382 sessions accessing the site via the homepage.
Below the other access points with more visits:
★ /category/flavours
★ /category/flavours/strawberry-sorbet
★ /about
It’s interesting that About is one of the most visited pages. I’m
going to use this information to focus on improving, especially,
these pages to avoid drop-offs and make smoother the navigation
of the website. To achieve this result, I’ll increase the number of
CTAs linking to relevant internal pages.
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Geolocation
The graphs below are showing that most of the users are coming
from the UK with a percentage of 37% following by Italy and France.
I was expecting a similar result, while I’m surprised about the visitors
coming from India because from my research never appeared India
among the countries interested in ice-cream or Italian food in
general. On the other hand, it’s interesting that within the top 10
Countries visitors are coming from Singapore and Philippines
confirming what I discovered during my research made for studying
the business context.

Google Analytics - Geolocation of the users
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Technology
The results about the kind of device used to access the website
are confirming my research: users prefer to visit recipe websites
with a mobile device. At the beginning accesses from the desktop
were higher, but during the months I could see a change in the
trend. In fact, as shown in the figure below in the last month
(October) the pattern is precisely the opposite with most of the
users accessing the site using a mobile device.

Google Analytics - Devices [October]

Furthermore, thanks to the statistics I could get important
information about test browsing. In fact, the graph is showing that
Google Chrome and Safari are the browsers most used on
desktop and mobile. For this reason, I need to keep them on top
of my priority list during the test session.

Google Analytics - Browsers
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Acquisition
At the moment most of the traffic is direct, and it’s perfectly logic
because to promote the website I used personal contacts.
However, it’s interesting to notice that 17% of the users are
coming from Social Media and 10% from Organic Search.
Therefore, 37% of the traffic is coming from people with whom I
do not have connections and looking from the bounce rate I can
see that they find the website interesting and responding to the
expectations.

Site performance
I checked the website with Google PageSpeed and Website
Grader, and it’s clear that there is room of improvements and for
me, it’s a challenge that I’m willing to face up. In fact, because the
primary purpose of this project is to improve my skills and general
knowledge, I’m glad to have the chance to experiment what I
learned and have the opportunity to check and keep improving
the website performance.
The areas where I need to focus
my effort are:
★ Page speed: in particular
reducing page requests,
image and CSS
optimisation
★ SEO: focusing on
headings optimisation
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Conclusions
Feedback
After working for months on the same website and having to face
a few challenges or issue for the first time, I have to say that I
wasn’t entirely confident in presenting my work to other people. I
had to force myself a bit before to ask for the first time for
opinions, feedback and suggestions. Especially, at the beginning
when I was still uncertain about the visual design, I wasn’t inclined,
or probably it’s better to say ready enough to face feedback.
Surprisingly, I received good and useful feedback since the first
phases, and this helped me enormously not just for the
development of the website but also to keep alive my personal
motivation. Stay focus for six months, working alone on a project
during summertime, well it was a challenge in itself.
Below a general list of the main feedback about the website:
★ Recipes: photos and recipe descriptions highly
appreciated.
★ Tone of voice: very appreciated the personality that I tried
to give to the website by using a funny way to explain the
recipes.
★ User-friendly: easy to navigate with an intuitive navigation
★ Colours: much appreciated the choice of a colourful
website and the summer feeling
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Suggestions
After defeating my initial resistance to the opening to suggestions,
I could take advantage of this precious moment.
In particular, I’d like to list below the main suggestions received
from my tutors.
★ Logo: crit after crit, following the feedback I took off al the
additional elements of the logo arriving at the neatest
version of it.
★ Typesetting: avoiding more than two typefaces and pay
attention to the type hierarchy
★ Be bold: writing this report I had the chance to notice that
the project became bold and bolder throughout the
months that was exactly what I was looking for, but at the
beginning, I didn’t know how to achieve this result. I’m glad
that Cole, David and Prisca insisted on this point.
★ User experience: extend the active area of the links for
boxes
★ Interlink content: increase the number of internal links

Achievements
Apart from my challenges and my struggle weeks described on
the Implementation chapter, I’d like to celebrate my personal
achievements. There are a few accomplishments that I’m proud
of, and I want to list them below.
Wordpress Theme
Learning how to build my own theme was challenging and at
times frustrating. However, probably for this very reason, now I’m
proud of it and glad I kept trying.
The Loop
Probably I could include The Loop - the default mechanism
WordPress uses for outputting posts through a theme's template
files - in the previous paragraph, but this functionality deserves
more space. I used it to develop the R
 ecipes section. In fact, the
potential of The Loop i s about the dynamic page generation and
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management. Flavours, Toppings and Sauces are using the
category.php t emplate, while the recipe pages are using the
single.php t emplate to. These two .php files together with the loop
code gave me the possibility to build a site easy to maintain.
Plugins management
I’m satisfied with the use and management of the plugins. I tried
to use the Wordpress functionalities as much as possible using a
reduced number of plugins. This has allowed me to maintain
control over the site preventing incompatibilities between plugins
or between plugins and my theme.

Next phases
Since I’m aiming to improve my skills using
onemillionflavours.com as my best case history, I’d like to focus
the next phases on the areas where I feel I have margins of
improvements. In particular, I’d like to focus on the optimisation of
the website regarding performances and SEO that, at the
moment, are subjects I want to study more in depth.
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